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DISCRETE FREDHOLM PROPERTIES
AND CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES
FOR THE ELECTRIC FIELD INTEGRAL EQUATION
SNORRE H. CHRISTIANSEN

Abstract. The Galerkin discretization of the Electric Field Integral Equation
is reinvestigated. We prove quasi-optimal convergence estimates at nonresonant frequencies, using orthogonal splittings of the Galerkin space. At resonant
frequencies we show that the spurious electric currents radiate only weakly in
the exterior domain. This is achieved through the study of some finitely degenerated problems in terms of LBB Inf-Sup estimates and the use of discrete
Helmholtz decompositions.

Introduction
The Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) is defined in Section 2.1. It is the
basic equation in the theory of integral methods for the scattering of electromagnetic harmonic (i.e., mono-frequential) waves. The discretization of this equation is
a widespread method for the computation of radar cross sections, antenna performance and electromagnetic compatibility issues, to mention just a few important
fields of application.
At nonresonant frequencies we give a new and rather general proof of the Inf-Sup
condition for the Galerkin discretization of the EFIE on a large class of Galerkin
spaces. The challenge is that the operator is not a compact perturbation of a
coercive form. To compensate for this, we use splittings of the Galerkin spaces into
orthogonal sums, where one of the two subspaces is the kernel of the divergence
operator. We prove that the discrete Inf-Sup condition holds whenever the gap
from the other subspace to its continuous analogue (the orthogonal of the kernel
of the divergence operator) tends to zero. In turn this condition is shown to hold
whenever discrete Helmholtz decompositions of tangent fields (analogues of the
decompositions u = grad p + v with div v = 0) are sufficiently well behaved, which
is checked for the standard spaces. We deduce quasi-optimal convergence rates in
natural norms, for the approximate solutions in standard surface Finite Element
spaces.
At resonant frequencies the integral operator appearing in the EFIE is degenerate. However the operator is of Fredholm type, and for exterior problems the righthand side is in general compatible—that is, the EFIE has a solution. We address
the question as to what happens for the discretized equation. When the right-hand
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side is compatible, it is a straightforward remark that there exist bounded families (indexed by the mesh refinement parameter h) of approximate solutions to the
discrete equations, for instance the best approximations in any chosen norm. We
prove a converse property, namely that for any bounded family of approximate solutions the exterior electromagnetic field is well approximated. Since by the above
remark it suffices to consider only the homogeneous equation, an interpretation of
this result is that discrete spurious currents radiate much less in the exterior domain than their norm would indicate: they are close to the kernel of the continuous
EFIE operator.
Other integral equations are currently used to solve electromagnetic scattering
problems. Some of these, such as the Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) are
also degenerate only for a discrete set of frequencies. However at these, the righthand side is usually not compatible. Linear combinations of the EFIE and MFIE
known as CFIEs avoid the existence of resonances at the expense of introducing
a somewhat arbitrary (complex) parameter. This is also known as the Brakhage
and Werner trick. The EFIE has the advantage of having an unknown with a
physical interpretation: it is the electric current density on the surface and has
been perceived to be more robust on singular scatterers; in particular CFIEs cannot
treat open surfaces (screens). However a more elaborate comparison is beyond the
goals of this paper.
One of the main motivations for constructing the present theory was to provide a rigorous justification for the use of a new nonlocal finite element space,
which appeared naturally in a preconditioning technique for the EFIE described in
Christiansen-Nédélec [16]. We therefore remain sufficiently general throughout the
paper to provide a theory that applies to such nonstandard spaces.
To achieve our goals the three main tools used are
• a reformulation of the EFIE as an equivalent saddle-point problem, following a technique used by Nédélec [29] to prove the Fredholm property of the
(continuous) EFIE. It enables us to argue in terms of compact perturbations
of coercive forms.
• estimates on discrete Helmholtz decompositions closely related to a discrete
compactness result due to Kikuchi [24]. They have recently been found to
be important in the discretization of eigenvalue problems by saddle-point
formulations.
• a general theory of the discretization of finitely degenerated problems, which
we have tried to develop in the spirit of Babuska’s Inf-Sup conditions [2].
The most well-known Galerkin space is the one introduced for the EFIE by RaoWilton-Glisson in [32]. This space of tangent fields on Γ had previously been used
by Nédélec [27] for the computation of eddy currents and, as noted by him, is an
adaptation to arbitrary surfaces of the lowest degree Raviart-Thomas (RT) finite
element (FE) space developed for planar problems [33]. A numerical analysis of the
Galerkin discretization of the EFIE by RT FE of any order was first presented by
Bendali [5]. We improve the results of Bendali by getting rid of a parasitic factor of
the form Ch−1/2− (for arbitrary  > 0, C depending on ) in the error estimates.
It should be remarked that we do not need to compute any residual error in the
sense of Hsiao-Kleinman [21] to assess the quality of the solution.
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The paper is organized as follows:
Section 1: We develop a theory of discrete Fredholm properties in an abstract
setting.
Section 2: We recall the main results we need on the integral representations
of electromagnetic fields and the related Electric Field Integral Equation.
In particular we introduce the appropriate splitting of the solution space.
Section 3: We turn to the discretization and prove the Inf-Sup condition for
the EFIE and the other announced results using the theory of the first two
sections.
1. Discrete Fredholm properties
The EFIE is an example of an equation Au = v involving a Fredholm operator A
and a right-hand side v which in many cases of practical interest is compatible. In
this section we develop a tool for studying the discretization of Fredholm operators
by Galerkin methods. First we recall the definition of a left semi-Fredholm (LSF)
operator and Babuska’s Inf-Sup conditions for the solvability of equations involving
invertible operators. Then we propose a definition for a discrete LSF condition. It
is a generalisation of Babuska’s Inf-Sup condition such that
• if an injective operator is discrete LSF (on a given family of Galerkin
spaces), then it satisfies a standard (one-sided) Babuska Inf-Sup condition
(Corollary 1.11);
• if an operator is discrete LSF, then so is any compact perturbation of it
(Corollary 1.13).
The combination of these two properties is practical for proving Inf-Sup conditions
for injective operators since, in the course of such a proof, many compact perturbations are sometimes involved, but injectivity is not guaranteed in the intermediate
steps. In this paper, one compact perturbation appears once appropriate splittings
are considered for the EFIE (Theorem 2.6); others are due to the relative compacity
of the frequency part Gk − G0 of the Green kernel.
1.1. Results on left semi-Fredholm operators. We collect some well-known
facts that will be useful later and that will serve as references for discrete counterparts. The classical reference on the subject is Kato [23].
Theorem 1.1. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces and A : X → Y be linear and
continuous. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A has closed range and finite dimensional kernel;
(2) dim ker A < ∞ and on any closed supplementary M of ker A
(1.1)

inf kAuk/kuk > 0;

u∈M

(3) there is a closed subspace M of X with finite codimension such that
(1.2)

inf kAuk/kuk > 0.

u∈M

Definition 1.2. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces and A : X → Y be linear and
continuous. We say that A is left semi-Fredholm (LSF) if the stated conditions are
satisfied. The set of LSF operators from X to Y is denoted LSF(X, Y ).
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Theorem 1.3. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces. For all n ∈ N the following
sets (whose union is LSF(X, Y )) are open in L(X, Y ):
(1.3)

{A ∈ L(X, Y ) : A has closed range and dim ker A ≤ n}.

Moreover LSF(X, Y ) is stable under translation by compact operators.
1.2. Galerkin methods in the presence of Gårding inequalities. Let X be
a Hilbert space. The base field K of X is either R or C. Let a : X × X → K be a Kbilinear continuous form on X. We say that a is nondegenerate if the induced map
A : X → X ? , u 7→ a(u, ·) is an isomorphism (since X is reflexive, this is equivalent
to u 7→ a(·, u) being one). When a is nondegenerate, we construct approximations
of A−1 by choosing a family of closed subspaces (Xh ) of X, which is approximating
in the sense that
(1.4)

∀u ∈ X

lim 0inf ku − u0 k = 0.
h u ∈Xh

Then for a given l ∈ X ? we seek solutions of
(1.5)

u ∈ Xh

∀u0 ∈ Xh

a(u, u0 ) = l(u0 ).

In accordance with usual conventions it is implicit that (Xh ) = (Xh )h∈H , where H
is some subset of R∗+ accumulating at 0, and that limh means limh→0 .
Let Ah be the map: Xh → Xh? , u 7→ a(u, ·). Then equation (1.5) can be restated
as u ∈ Xh Ah u = l|Xh . If Ah is invertible and if
(1.6)

∃C > 0 ∀l ∈ X ? ∀h

−1
kA−1 l − A−1
l − u0 k,
h l|Xh k ≤ C 0inf kA
u ∈Xh

we say that the Galerkin method yields quasi-optimal convergence.
A sufficient condition for a to be nondegenerate is that it is coercive in the
sense that for some R-linear isometric involution of X, denoted u 7→ u and called
conjugation, we have
(1.7)

∃C > 0 ∀u ∈ X

Re a(u, u) ≥ (1/C)kuk2 .

This is the Lax-Milgram Theorem. If a is coercive, Céa’s Lemma asserts that if
the spaces Xh are stable under conjugation (i.e., u 7→ u maps Xh into Xh ), the
Galerkin method yields quasi-optimal convergence.
In the context of boundary integral equations one soon encounters bilinear forms
satisfying only a weaker estimate, known as a Gårding inequality:
(1.8)

∃C > 0 ∀u ∈ X

Re a(u, u) ≥ (1/C)kuk2X − Ckuk2Y ,

where Y is a Hilbert space containing X and such that the canonical injection
X → Y is compact.
It was soon recognized that if a is nondegenerate and satisfies a Gårding inequality, and if the spaces Xh are stable under conjugation, then there exists h0 > 0 such
that the Galerkin method has quasi-optimal convergence on (Xh )h<h0 . Early contributions in this direction include Schatz [36]. This fact is naturally stated in
terms of the Inf-Sup conditions due to Babuska [2], [3]. For an insightful account
on this we refer to Demkowicz [19], who attributes the result to Mikhlin; see also
Wendland [40]. For future reference we recall Babuska’s Theorem:
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Theorem 1.4. Let X and Y be two reflexive Banach spaces. Let a be a continuous
bilinear form on X × Y . If
|a(u, v)|
(1.9)
≥ α > 0,
inf sup
u∈X v∈Y kuk kvk
(1.10)
∀v ∈ Y (∀u ∈ X a(u, v) = 0) ⇒ (v = 0),
then
inf sup

(1.11)

v∈Y u∈X

|a(u, v)|
|a(u, v)|
= inf sup
,
kvk kuk u∈X v∈Y kuk kvk

and for all l ∈ Y ? there is a unique u ∈ X such that
∀v ∈ Y

(1.12)
−1

It satisfies kuk ≤ α

a(u, v) = l(v).

klk.

We will use the following notation whenever it makes sense:
kAvk
|a(u, v)|
,
inf sup A = inf sup a = inf sup
,
(1.13)
sup A = sup
X Y
X Y
u∈X v∈Y kuk kvk
Y
v∈Y kvk
where it is implicit that u and v are nonzero.
1.3. Discrete left semi-Fredholm operators. The following lemma is trivial
and stated just for the record.
Lemma 1.5. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces, and let A : X → Y ? be continuous. Let M be a closed subspace of X. Let (Xh ) and (Yh ) be families of closed
subspaces of X and Y . Suppose (Xh ) is approximating (and Yh 6= {0}). If
(1.14)

lim inf inf sup A > 0,
Xh ∩M Yh

h

then M ∩ ker A = {0}. If in addition M has finite codimension, then A is LSF.
We will need two more lemmas, which are less trivial.
Lemma 1.6. Let X be a Banach space. Let M and N be closed subspaces of X
such that M ⊕ N = X and N is finite dimensional. Let P : X → X be the projector
with range M and kernel N . Let (Xh ) be a family of closed subspaces of X which
is approximating. Then
• there are projectors Ph with range M which converge in norm to P and
which leave Xh stable for sufficiently small h;
• if (Ph ) is any family of such projectors, then for sufficiently small h,
ker Ph ⊂ Xh and Xh = (Xh ∩ M ) ⊕ ker Ph .
Proof. Choose a basis (ei ) of N , and pick elements eih of Xh such that
(1.15)

lim kei − eih k = 0.
h

For any h, let Nh be the space spanned by the eih . Then there is h0 > 0 such that
for h < h0 we have X = M ⊕ Nh .
(1) For h < h0 let Ph be the projector with range M and kernel Nh , and for
h ≥ h0 put Ph = P . One checks that the family (Ph ) has the desired properties.
(2) If (Ph ) is a family of projectors with these properties, then Ph |Xh are projectors with range Xh ∩ M , so for sufficiently small h
(1.16)

dim Nh ≤ dim ker Ph |Xh ≤ dim ker Ph ≤ dim N.

For sufficiently small h these dimensions are all equal.
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Lemma 1.7. Let X be a Banach space and Y be a reflexive Banach space. Let
A : X → Y ? be continuous and let it have closed range. Then for any l ∈ X ? that
vanishes on ker A there is a v ∈ Y such that
(1.17)

∀u ∈ X

l(u) = (Au)(v).

Proof. Remark first that A induces an isomorphism of Banach spaces X/ ker A →
A(X). Let Z be the inverse mapping. For convenience we put N = ker A.
Pick l ∈ X ? that vanishes on N . Let ˜l be the canonical image of l in (X/N )? .
Put f = Z ? l̃ ∈ (A(X))? . Extend f to a continuous linear form on Y ? , and put
v = (iY )−1 f . For all u ∈ X we have
(1.18)

(Au)(v) = f (Au) = l̃(ZAu) = l̃(ũ),

where ũ is the canonical image of u in X/N . The proof is complete.



Theorem 1.8. Let X and Y be two reflexive Banach spaces, and A : X → Y ?
be LSF. Let (Xh ) and (Yh ) be families of closed subspaces of X and Y which are
approximating.
Put N0 = ker A. Suppose we have closed subspaces M0 and M1 such that M0 ⊕
N0 = X, M1 ⊕ N1 = M0 and dim N1 < ∞. If
(1.19)

lim inf
h

inf

sup A > 0,

inf

sup A > 0.

Xh ∩M1 Yh

then
(1.20)

lim inf
h

Xh ∩M0 Yh

Proof. If not, let (un ), (hn ) be sequences such that
(1.21)

u n ∈ X hn ∩ M 0 ,

kun k = 1,

lim hn = 0,
n

lim sup Aun = 0.
n Yh
n

Let P be the projector with range M1 and kernel N1 ⊕N0 . The sequence (un −P un )
is a bounded sequence in the finite dimensional space N1 ⊕N0 , so modulo extraction
we can suppose that it converges in norm to some uN ∈ N1 ⊕ N0 . Since un ∈ M0 ,
we actually have uN ∈ N1 .
Since (Yhn ) is approximating, we have
(1.22)

∀v ∈ Y

lim(Aun )(v) = 0.
n

Therefore, by Lemma 1.7, for any l ∈ X ? that vanishes on N0 we have
lim l(un ) = 0.

(1.23)

n

If l ∈ X ? vanishes on M1 ⊕ N0 , we have
(1.24)

l(uN ) = lim l(un − P un ),
n

and P un ∈ M1 so this limit must be 0. Therefore, by the Hahn-Banach theorems,
uN ∈ M1 ⊕ N0 , so uN = 0.
Let Ph : X → X be projectors with range M1 , leaving Xh stable and converging
in norm to P , as in Lemma 1.6. Notice that
(1.25)

lim kun − Phn un k = 0.
h

One obtains a contradiction using the discrete Inf-Sup estimate on (Xh ∩ M1 ) × Yh
for the sequence (Phn un ).
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Theorem 1.9. Let X and Y be two reflexive Banach spaces and A : X → Y ?
be LSF. Let (Xh ) and (Yh ) be families of closed subspaces of X and Y which are
approximating.
Let N denote the kernel of A and let M1 and M2 be two supplementaries of N
in X. If
(1.26)

lim inf
h

inf

sup A > 0,

inf

sup A > 0.

Xh ∩M1 Yh

then
(1.27)

lim inf
h

Xh ∩M2 Yh

Proof. Choose α > 0 and h0 such that for all h < h0
(1.28)

inf

sup A ≥ α.

Xh ∩M1 Yh

Let P denote the projection with range M1 and kernel N . Since P induces a
continuous bijection M2 → M1 , by the standard theorems there is β > 0 such that
∀u ∈ M2

(1.29)

kP uk ≥ βkuk.

Moreover let Ph : X → X be projectors with range M1 , leaving Xh stable and
converging in norm to P , as in Lemma 1.6.
For all u ∈ Xh ∩ M2 and all v ∈ Yh we have
|(Au)(v)|

(1.30)

= |(AP u)(v)|
≥ |(APh u)(v)| − |(A(P − Ph )u)(v)|.

(1.31)
Hence for h < h0

sup Au ≥ αkPh uk − kAkkP − Ph kkuk.

(1.32)

Yh

Moreover
(1.33)

kPh uk ≥ kP uk − k(P − Ph )uk ≥ βkuk − kP − Ph kkuk,

so
(1.34)

sup Au ≥ αβkuk − (kAk + α)kP − Ph kkuk.
Yh

It follows that
(1.35)

inf

sup A ≥ αβ − (kAk + α)kP − Ph k.

Xh ∩M2 Yh


Definition 1.10. Let X and Y be two reflexive Banach spaces, and let A : X → Y ?
be continuous. Let (Xh ) and (Yh ) be families of closed subspaces of X and Y . We
say that A is discrete LSF on (Xh × Yh ) if there is a closed subspace M of X, with
finite codimension in X such that
(1.36)

lim inf inf sup A > 0.
h

Xh ∩M Yh

In this situation, if we wish to be more precise, we say that A is discrete LSF on
(Xh × Yh ) with respect to (w.r.t.) M .
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Corollary 1.11. With the hypotheses of Theorem 1.8, if A is discrete LSF on
(Xh × Yh ) w.r.t. M , then it is so w.r.t. any closed subspace whose intersection with
ker A is {0}. In particular if in addition A is injective, then A satisfies a uniform
discrete Inf-Sup condition on (Xh × Yh ) in the sense of Babuska for small enough
parameters h.
1.4. Compact perturbations of discrete LSF operators.
Theorem 1.12. Let X and Y be two reflexive Banach spaces, and let A : X → Y ?
be LSF. Let B : X → Y ? be compact. Let (Xh ) and (Yh ) be families of closed
subspaces of X and Y . Suppose (Yh ) is approximating.
Suppose furthermore that M0 is a closed subspace of X that satifies
(1.37)

lim inf
h

sup A > 0.

inf

Xh ∩M0 Yh

Let N1 be the kernel of A + B restricted to M0 , and suppose it has a closed supplementary M1 in M0 (i.e., M0 = M1 ⊕ N1 ). Then
(1.38)

lim inf
h

inf

sup A + B > 0.

Xh ∩M1 Yh

Proof. If not, let (un ), (hn ) be sequences such that
(1.39)

u n ∈ X hn ∩ M 1 ,

kun k = 1,

lim hn = 0,
n

lim sup(A + B)un = 0.
n Yh
n

Since (Yhn ) is approximating, we have
(1.40)

∀v ∈ Y

lim((A + B)un )(v) = 0.
n

Therefore, for any continuous linear form l ∈ X ? that vanishes on ker(A + B) we
have
lim l(un ) = 0.

(1.41)

n

Any continuous linear form on M1 has a continuous extension to X that vanishes
on ker(A + B); therefore (un ) converges weakly to 0 in M1 , hence also in X. Since
B is compact, (Bun ) converges in norm to 0. One obtains a contradiction using the

discrete Inf-Sup estimate for A on ((Xh ∩ M0 ) × Yh ).
Corollary 1.13. With the hypotheses of the above Theorem 1.12, if A is discrete
LSF on (Xh × Yh ), then so is A + B.
Example 1.14. If X is a Hilbert space equipped with a conjugation and A : X →
X ? is continuous and satisfies a Gårding inequality, then A is discrete LSF on any
approximating family of conjugation-stable and closed subspaces.
1.5. Error control of discrete LSF operators. The following property of discrete LSF operators will be important to us:
Theorem 1.15. Let X and Y be two reflexive Banach spaces, and let A : X → Y ?
be LSF. Let (Xh ) and (Yh ) be approximating families of closed subspaces of X and
Y . If A is discrete LSF on (Xh × Yh ), then there is C > 0, such that for all  > 0
there is h > 0 such that for all h < h and all u ∈ Xh
(1.42)

sup Au ≤ C sup Au + kuk.
Y

Yh
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Proof. Let N be the kernel of A on X and let M be a closed supplementary of N
in X such that A is discrete LSF w.r.t. M . Let P be the projector with range M
and kernel N , and let Ph be projectors as in Lemma 1.6. Pick α > 0 and h0 such
that for all h < h0 , Xh is stable under Ph and
inf sup A ≥ α.

(1.43)

Xh ∩M Yh

Note first that for all u ∈ X,
Au = AP u.

(1.44)
In particular,

sup Au = sup AP u ≤ kAk kP uk.

(1.45)

Y

Y

Moreover,
kP uk ≤ kPh uk + kP − Ph k kuk,

(1.46)

and if u ∈ Xh and h < h0 ,
kPh uk ≤ α−1 sup APh u,

(1.47)

Yh

and
sup APh u ≤ sup Au + kAk kP − Ph k kuk.

(1.48)

Yh

Yh

All in all, if u ∈ Xh and h < h0 ,
(1.49)

sup Au ≤ α−1 kAk sup Au + kAk(1 + α−1 kAk)kP − Ph k kuk.
Y

Yh



The theorem follows.

Remark 1.16. Equation (1.49) together with the construction of projectors Ph
shown in point (1) of the proof of Lemma 1.6 yield rather explicit bounds on the
constant C and the threshold h appearing in the theorem.
In particular under the hypotheses of the theorem, A has the following property:
(1.50)

∀ > 0 ∃δ > 0 ∃h0 > 0 ∀h < h0 ∀u ∈ Xh
(sup Au ≤ δkuk) ⇒ (sup Au ≤ kuk).
Yh

Y

In other words, in a sense, small discrete residual error indicates small continuous
residual error. This property is easily extended to hold uniformly for some families
of operators, as follows:
Corollary 1.17. Let X and Y be two reflexive Banach spaces, and let A be a
compact subset of LSF(X, Y ? ) (in the norm topology). Let (Xh ) and (Yh ) be approximating families of closed subspaces of X and Y . If all A in A are discrete
LSF on (Xh × Yh ), then
∀ > 0 ∃δ > 0 ∃h0 > 0 ∀h < h0 ∀u ∈ Xh ∀A ∈ A
(1.51)

(sup Au ≤ δkuk) ⇒ (sup Au ≤ kuk).
Yh

Y
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Proof. Choose a  > 0. For each A ∈ A choose a δ(A) and a h0 (A) so that (1.50)
holds for A relative to /2.
The family of balls with center A and radius min{δ(A), }/2, for A ∈ A, covers
A, so we can extract a finite subcover indexed by, say, A1 , . . . , An .
Put δ = mini δ(Ai )/2 and h0 = mini h0 (Ai ). Take A ∈ A and choose i so that
kA − Ai k is less than both δ(Ai )/2 and /2.
For any h < h0 and any u ∈ Xh we have: If supYh Au ≤ δkuk, then supYh Au ≤
(δ(Ai )/2)kuk, so supYh Ai u ≤ δ(Ai )kuk. This implies supY Ai u ≤ (/2)kuk, and

hence supY Au ≤ kuk.
1.6. Extensions to quasi-conforming Galerkin approximations.
Definition 1.18. Let X be a Banach space and X0 a closed subspace. Let (Xh )
be a family of closed subspaces of X. We say that
(1) (Xh ) is approximating in X0 if
∀u ∈ X0

(1.52)

lim 0inf ku − u0 k = 0;
h u ∈Xh

(2) (Xh ) is quasi-conforming in X0 if
lim sup

(1.53)

inf ku − u0 k/kuk = 0.

h u∈Xh u0 ∈X0

The quantity
δ(Xh , X0 ) = sup

(1.54)

inf ku − u0 k/kuk

0
u∈Xh u ∈X0

is called the gap from Xh to X0 (see Kato [23]).
Suppose X0 has a closed supplementary X1 in X (one says that X0 splits), and
let P : X → X be the projection with range X0 and kernel X1 . For all u ∈ X one
has
(1.55) ∀u0 ∈ X0

ku − P uk = k(u − u0 ) − (P u − u0 )k = k(u − u0 ) − P (u − u0 )k,

hence
(1.56)

| kuk − kP uk | ≤ ku − P uk ≤ (1 + kP k)kuk 0inf ku − u0 k/kuk.
u ∈X0

In particular if (Xh ) is a family of closed subspaces which is quasi-conforming in
X0 , then for sufficiently small h the spaces P Xh are closed in X0 and P induces
isomorphisms Xh → P Xh which are arbitrarily close in norm to the identity mapping on Xh . Also if in addition (Xh ) is approximating in X0 , then so is (P Xh ).
From this we deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 1.19. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let A : X → Y ? be continuous.
Let X0 and Y0 be closed subspaces of X and Y that split—yielding projectors PX in
X and PY in Y as above—and A0 : X0 → Y0? be the map induced by A. Let (Xh )
and (Yh ) be families of closed subspaces of X and Y , which are quasi-conforming
in X0 and Y0 (i.e., the corresponding gaps tend to 0). For any closed M0 in X0 ,
one has
(1.57)

lim inf
h

inf

sup A0 = lim inf

M0 ∩PX Xh PY Yh

h

inf

sup A.

(M0 ⊕ker PX )∩Xh Yh
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With this lemma most results from the preceding sections carry over to the
quasi-conforming setting in some form or another. However—as will be shown in
the next section—the lemma is sufficient for our needs, so we will not develop this
possibility here.
2. The Electric Field Integral Equation
2.1. Integral representation of interior and exterior waves. Let Ω− be an
open bounded subset of R3 , and let Γ be its boundary. We suppose that Ω− =
Ω− ∪ Γ is a C ∞ smooth submanifold with boundary, though this hypothesis could
be relaxed to C p smoothness for some p < ∞ without much extra effort. More
interesting would have been an extension of the theory to Lipschitz manifolds, but
even though scalar equations are well understood (see Costabel [18]), the case of
Maxwell’s equations is still an active research direction (see Buffa et al. [13]) which
we will not pursue here. We denote by Ω+ the complement of Ω− ∪ Γ and by n
the outward pointing normal on Γ. We suppose throughout that Ω+ is connected,
which ensures uniqueness of solutions to exterior problems.
The free-space harmonic Maxwell equations for the electromagnetic field (E, H)
in an open region Ω ⊂ R3 are
(2.1)
(2.2)

curl E
curl H

=
=

+iωµH,
−iωE,

where µ > 0 is the magnetic permeability and  > 0 is the electric permittivity. If
the pulsation ω is zero, one also has to add explicitly that the fields are divergence
free. In the sequel these equations will be referred to as Maxwell’s equations. It is
convenient to introduce the wavenumber k and the impedance Z defined by
(2.3)

k

=

ω(µ)1/2 ,

(2.4)

Z

=

(µ/)1/2 .

Then we have +iωµ = +ikZ and −iω = −ik/Z.
We will consider here only nonhomogeneous boundary value problems for the
free-space harmonic Maxwell equations, with real nonzero positive pulsations. Referring to Colton-Kress [17], Cessenat [14] and Nédélec [29] for proofs, we briefly
state the main results which will be of interest to us.
For any open domain Ω in R3 we use the notation
(2.5)

H0curl (Ω) = {u ∈ L2T (Ω) : curl u ∈ L2T (Ω)},

where L2T (Ω) denotes the space of square summable tangential fields. On Γ the usual
Sobolev spaces of scalar and tangential fields of regularity order s ∈ R are denoted
Hs (Γ) and HsT (Γ), respectively, and the corresponding norms are both written
u 7→ |u|s .

(2.6)

On Γ we denote by div the surface divergence and introduce the Hilbert spaces
Hsdiv (Γ) of tangent fields on Γ
(2.7)

Hsdiv (Γ) = {u ∈ HsT (Γ) : div u ∈ Hs (Γ)}.

They are equipped with the norms
(2.8)

u 7→ kuks : kuk2s = |u|2s + | div u|2s .
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The surface rotational and the spaces Hsrot (Γ) are defined in a similar way but we
do not introduce any notation for the corresponding norm. Notice that u 7→ u × n
induces isomorphisms Hsrot (Γ) → Hsdiv (Γ) and Hsdiv (Γ) → Hsrot (Γ).
Recall that we have well-defined continuous tangential trace operators ([29], Theorem 5.4.2 p. 209)
 0
−1/2
Hcurl (Ω− ) → Hrot (Γ),
−
(2.9)
γT :
v 7→ vT = v − (v · n)n,
and, for arbitrary large enough R > 0 (with BR = {x ∈ R3 : |x| < R})
 0
−1/2
Hcurl (Ω+ ∩ BR ) → Hrot (Γ),
+
:
(2.10)
γT
v 7→ vT = v − (v · n)n.
For simplicity we denote by H0curl (Ω+ )loc the Fréchet space of vector fields in Ω+
whose restrictions are in H0curl (Ω+ ∩ BR ) for all R > 0.
The Silver-Müller radiation condition at infinity for an electromagnetic field
(E, H) ∈ H0curl (Ω+ )2loc is
(2.11)

µ1/2 H × x/|x| − 1/2 E = o(1/|x|).

For exterior problems we have the existence and uniqueness result ([29], Theorem
5.4.6, p. 220):
−1/2

Theorem 2.1. For all k > 0, all v ∈ Hrot (Γ) there is a unique (E, H) ∈
H0curl (Ω+ )2loc solving Maxwell’s equations in Ω+ , satisfying the Silver-Müller ra+
E = v. The corresponding solution operator is
diation condition, and such that γT
continuous.
For interior problems we have
Theorem 2.2. There is a unique real positive strictly increasing and unbounded
sequence (kn ) such that with K = {kn : n ∈ N} we have
−1/2

• for all k ∈
/ K, for all v ∈ Hrot (Γ) there is a unique (E, H) ∈ H0curl (Ω− )2
−
solving Maxwell’s equations in Ω− and such that γT
E = v;
• for all k ∈ K, the space of solutions (E, H) ∈ H0curl (Ω− )2 to Maxwell’s
−
E = 0, is a nonzero finite dimensional space.
equations in Ω− , such that γT
The elements of K are called resonant wavenumbers. For any k, the vector
space of electric fields E in Ω− , such that with H = 1/(ikZ) curl E, (E, H) is
in H0curl (Ω− )2 and solves Maxwell’s equations in Ω− with the perfect conductor
−
E = 0, is denoted Ek . It is finite dimensional and it is
boundary condition γT
nonzero only if k ∈ K.
Recall the Sommerfeld radiation condition
(2.12)

∂r u − iku = o(1/r) with r = |x|,

and let Gk be the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz operator −∆−k 2 satisfying
it
(2.13)

Gk (x, y) =

eik|x−y|
.
4π|x − y|
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Let Φk be the potential, mapping any sufficiently smooth tangent field u on Γ to
the field in R3 defined away from Γ by
Z
Gk (x, y)u(x)dx.
(2.14)
(Φk u)(y) =
Γ

Of fundamental importance to us will be the representation theorem ([29], Theorem
5.5.1, p. 234):
Theorem 2.3. Suppose (E, H) is a field whose restrictions to Ω− and Ω+ are in
H0curl (Ω− )2 and H0curl (Ω+ )2loc and solve Maxwell’s equations for a given wavenumber
k. Suppose also that it verifies the Silver-Müller radiation condition. Define the
electric and magnetic currents j and m on Γ by the jump formulas
(2.15)

j

=

−
+
H − γT
H) × n,
[H × n] = (γT

(2.16)

m

=

−
+
E − γT
E) × n.
[E × n] = (γT

Then in Ω− and Ω+ we have
(+ikZ)(1 + (1/k 2 ) grad div)Φk j + curl Φk m,

(2.17)

E

=

(2.18)

H

= (−ik/Z)(1 + (1/k 2 ) grad div)Φk m + curl Φk j.

Definition 2.4. For k 6= 0 we define the Electric Field Integral Operator, on
tangent fields on Γ, by (the interior and exterior traces are equal)
(2.19)

Ak u = γT (1 + (1/k 2 ) grad div)Φk u.

One shows that Ak is continuous Hsdiv (Γ) → Hsrot (Γ). The EFIE for a given
tangent field v is the equation Ak u = v. From the preceding equations it follows
−1/2
−1/2
that if k ∈ R∗+ \ K, Ak : Hdiv (Γ) → Hrot (Γ) is invertible ([29], Theorem 5.6.2, p.
247). But more interestingly we have the following results even if k is a resonant
wavenumber:
−1/2
• for any v ∈ Hrot (Γ), if the interior problem with respect to v has a solution
(E− , H− ), then letting (E+ , H+ ) be the exterior solution and putting u =
−1/2
−
+
H− − γT
H+ ) × n, we have u ∈ Hdiv (Γ) and Ak u = v;
(γT
−1/2
−1/2
• for any v ∈ Hrot (Γ), if we have a solution u ∈ Hdiv (Γ) to Ak u = v, then
the solution (E, H) of the exterior problem with respect to v is given by
(2.20)

E = (1 − (1/k 2 ) grad div)Φk u,

H = 1/(ikZ) curl Φk u;

−1/2

−
curl Ek ) × n.
• for any u ∈ Hdiv (Γ), Ak u = 0 if and only if u ∈ (γT
Thus for instance if v is the tangential trace of a planar wave—which is the case
in RCS computations—then the EFIE has a solution even at resonances, which is
determined up to a finite dimensional space, and for any such solution the corresponding potential solves the exterior problem. One of the main goals of this paper
is to determine to which extent an analogous property holds true for the discretized
EFIE.

2.2. Variational formulation and discretization. Recall that the C bilinear
form on tangent fields
Z
u·v
(2.21)
(u, v) 7→ hu, vi =
Γ

induces a duality between

−1/2
Hdiv (Γ)

and

−1/2
Hrot (Γ)

([29], Lemma 4.5.1, p. 208).
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For sufficiently smooth tangent fields we have (all integrals are on Γ)
ZZ
0
(2.22)
Gk (x, y)u(x) · u0 (y)dxdy
hAk u, u i =
ZZ
Gk (x, y) div u(x) div u0 (y)dxdy.
−(1/k 2 )
In order to have a highest order term which is positive we will sometimes consider
the opposite bilinear form (associated with −Ak ). This leads to a variational formulation of the EFIE, also known as the Rumsey reaction principle. For a given
−1/2
v ∈ Hrot (Γ) solve
(2.23)

−1/2

u ∈ Hdiv (Γ)

−1/2

and ∀u0 ∈ Hdiv (Γ) hAk u, u0 i = hv, u0 i.
−1/2

Whenever we have a family (Xh ) of subspaces of Hdiv (Γ), the Galerkin method
consists in considering the equations
(2.24)

u ∈ Xh

∀u0 ∈ Xh

hAk u, u0 i = hv, u0 i

and studying the convergence of the corresponding solutions (when they exist),
with respect to the parameter h.
2.3. Some strategies for the analysis of the EFIE. As is clear from equation (2.22), the EFIE has dominant terms with different signs when restricted to
gradients and divergence-free tangent fields. Therefore the theory of compact perturbations of coercive operators is not by itself enough to study the discretization
of the EFIE.
It seems that the only numerical analysis available for the variational discretization of the EFIE is the original approach of Bendali [5], who introduces the charge
density q = div u into the formulation, with Lagrange multipliers. More precisely
the EFIE is formulated in the following way:
(2.25)


−1/2
−1/2
∀u0 ∈ Hdiv (Γ)
a(u, u0 ) + b(q, u0 ) = l(u0 ),
u ∈ Hdiv (Γ)
−1/2
•
0
−1/2
•
(Γ)
(Γ)
c(q 0 , u) + d(q, q 0 ) = 0,
q∈H
∀q ∈ H
where for any space W of scalar functions on Γ, W • denotes the subspace of W
whose elements are L2 orthogonal to the functions that are constant on each connected component of Γ, and
(2.26)

l(u0 ) =

(2.27)

a(u, u0 ) =

(2.28)

b(q, u0 ) =

(2.29)

c(q 0 , u) =

(2.30)

d(q, q 0 ) =

−hv, u0 i,
ZZ
−
Gk (x, y)u(x) · u0 (y)dxdy,
ZZ
(1/k 2 )
Gk (x, y)q(x) div u0 (y)dxdy,
ZZ
2
(1/k )
G0 (x, y)q 0 (x) div u(y)dxdy,
ZZ
−(1/k 2 )
G0 (x, y)q(x)q 0 (y)dxdy.

This formulation leads to an intricate mathematical analysis relying heavily upon
the fact that the operator with kernel Gk − G0 is of order −3 . Its main advantage
−1/2
is that for the usual Galerkin spaces Xh ⊂ Hdiv (Γ) the spaces Wh = div Xh are
simple subspaces of the usual Galerkin spaces of piecewise polynomial functions
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(with no continuity requirements). Thus the formulation (2.25) has a discrete
counterpart on Wh × Xh .
−1/2
Nédélec [29] has used the following splitting of X = Hdiv (Γ) to prove the
Fredholm property of the EFIE. Let a be the bilinear form induced by the EFIE.
Put W = H1/2 (Γ). Then rot W is a closed subspace of X. Let V be the orthogonal
of rot W with respect to a, i.e.,
(2.31)

V = {u ∈ X : ∀w ∈ W

a(rot w, u) = 0}.

Since the restriction of a to rot W is a compact perturbation of a coercive form,
V ∩ W is finite dimensional, and V + W is closed and has finite codimension in X.
Thus, up to finite dimensional spaces, one can search for the solution of the EFIE
in the form u = v + rot w, with (v, w) solving


a(v, v 0 ) + a(rot w, v 0 ) = l(v 0 ),
v∈X
∀v 0 ∈ X
(2.32)
a(rot w0 , v)
= 0.
∀w0 ∈ W
w∈W
The conclusive remark is that on V , a satisfies a Gårding inequality, thus this
saddle-point problem is Fredholm of index 0.
2.4. Reformulation of the EFIE as a saddle-point. We will use a nonsymmetric variant of this last technique which has the advantage of not introducing the
parasitic finite dimensional subspaces. In particular the analysis we propose does
not need the fact that the operator with kernel Gk − G0 is of order −3, only that
is it compact H−1/2 (Γ) → H1/2 (Γ).
In order to be more precise in our statements, we will require the theory of
saddle-point problems. We assume familiarity with the theory of Inf-Sup conditions
as presented for instance in Roberts-Thomas [34], and in particular the way discrete
Inf-Sup conditions lead to convergence estimates for Galerkin methods. However,
for completeness we include a result of Nicolaides [30], which generalizes the classical
theorem of Brezzi [10].
Theorem 2.5. Let Xi and Wi for i = 1, 2 be Hilbert spaces. Let a, b and c be
continuous bilinear forms on X1 × X2 , W1 × X2 and W2 × X1 . Let V1 (resp. V2 )
denote the right-hand kernel of c on W2 × X1 (resp. b on W1 × X2 ). Suppose that
inf sup a ≥ α

(2.33)

V1

>

0,

V2

(2.34)

inf sup b ≥ β

>

0,

(2.35)

inf sup c ≥ γ

>

0,

(2.36)

W1 X2

W2 X1

∀v2 ∈ V2

(∀v1 ∈ V1 a(v1 , v2 ) = 0) ⇒ (v2 = 0).

Then for all (g, f ) ∈ W2? × X2? there is a unique (w1 , u1 ) ∈ W1 × X1 such that


a(u1 , u2 ) + b(w1 , u2 ) = f (u2 ),
∀u2 ∈ X2
u 1 ∈ X1
(2.37)
w1 ∈ W1
= g(w2 ).
∀w2 ∈ W2 c(w2 , u1 )
Moreover one has the continuity estimate for the solution operator
(2.38)

ku1 k

≤ α−1 kf k + γ −1 (1 + α−1 kak) kgk,

(2.39)

kw1 k

≤ β −1 (1 + α−1 kak) (kf k + γ −1 kak kgk).
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If for all (g, f ) there is a unique solution (w1 , u1 ), then the above Inf-Sup conditions are satisfied for some α, β and γ, as noted by Bernardi et al. [6].
−1/2
We return now to the special case of interest, the EFIE. We put X = Hdiv (Γ)
and let a be the bilinear form on X induced by the EFIE
ZZ
(2.40)
Gk (x, y) div u(x) div u0 (y)dxdy
a(u, u0 ) = (1/k 2 )
ZZ
−
Gk (x, y)u(x) · u0 (y)dxdy.
Let d be the bilinear form on X defined by
ZZ
0
2
(2.41)
G0 (x, y) div u(x) div u0 (y)dxdy
d(u, u ) = −(1/k )
ZZ
−
G0 (x, y)u(x) · u0 (y)dxdy.
The involution of X induced by the complex conjugation is denoted u 7→ u. Then it
follows from the positivity of the operator with kernel G0 that −d(·, ·) is a Hermitian
scalar product on X. Thus for any closed subspace X0 of X and any closed subspace
W0 of X0 , if X0 and W0 are stable under conjugation (conjugation-stable for short)
one has the orthogonal splitting X0 = V0 ⊕ W0 , with
(2.42)

V0 = {u ∈ X0 : ∀w ∈ W0

d(w, u) = 0}.

Put W = {u ∈ X : div u = 0}. Now let X0 be any closed and conjugation-stable
subspace of X, and put W0 = X0 ∩ W , which is also closed and conjugation-stable.
Then, for all l ∈ X0? , u solves
(2.43)

u ∈ X0

and ∀u0 ∈ X0

a(u, u0 ) = l(u0 ),

if and only if u = v + w, with (v, w) solving


a(v, v 0 ) + b(w, v 0 ) =
∀v 0 ∈ X0
v ∈ X0
(2.44)
0
w ∈ W0
c(w0 , v)
=
∀w ∈ W0

l(v 0 ),
0,

where b is the restriction of a to W × X and c the restriction of d to W × X.
Consider first the case X0 = X. Let Θ : W × X → W ? × X ? be the operator
associated with the left-hand side of the above saddle-point (2.44). If the kernels Gk
are replaced by G0 in a and b (keeping the outside coefficient (1/k 2 ) untouched), the
corresponding operator Θ0 : W ×X → W ? ×X ? is symmetric. It is the saddle-point
mapping associated with the bilinear form a0 defined by
ZZ
(2.45)
G0 (x, y) div u(x) div u0 (y)dxdy
a0 (u, u0 ) = (1/k 2 )
ZZ
−
G0 (x, y)u(x) · u0 (y)dxdy.
For Θ0 the Brezzi compatibility estimates (2.34) and (2.35) are trivial. The cornerstone of the argument is
Theorem 2.6. On the right kernel of c on W × X, the bilinear form a0 satisfies a
Gårding inequality.
Proof. Let V denote the right kernel of c on W × X. Remark first that V is a
supplementary of kerX div and that div : X → H−1/2 has closed range. It follows
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that div determines an isomorphism from V to its range, so there is C > 0 such
that
∀v ∈ V

(2.46)

kvkX ≤ C| div v|−1/2 .

Hence the first term in the right-hand side of equation (2.45) is coercive on V .
Concerning the second term, notice that for elements v of V we have
Z
(2.47)
rot πT G0 (x, y)v(x)dx = 0,
where πT denotes the orthogonal projection onto the tangent space. As shown in
Nédélec [29], it follows that rot maps V continuously into H−1/2 (Γ), hence V is
1/2
1/2
−1/2
continuously imbedded in HT (Γ). In turn the injection HT (Γ) → HT (Γ) is
compact so the proof is complete.

From this it follows that Θ0 is Fredholm, and by symmetry its index must be 0.
Since Θ is a compact perturbation of Θ0 , Θ is also Fredholm of index 0.
If u 7→ a(u, ·) is injective, the above splitting, in the case X0 = X shows that
the map Θ is also injective. Therefore it is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.7. We could also have made the choice W = rot H1/2 (Γ), which differs
from the adopted one only by a finite dimensional space, whose elements are known
as the Neumann fields (or harmonic fields). Some proofs would have to be modified.
3. Inf-Sup estimates for the EFIE
We now turn to the discretization of the EFIE. Recall notation from Section
2.4. We consider the case where X0 is a Galerkin space, one among a family (Xh ).
Putting Wh = Xh ∩ W , our strategy will be to first study the saddle-point problem
associated with the EFIE on Wh × Xh and to give sufficient conditions on (Xh )
for it to satisfy uniform Inf-Sup estimates. From these we easily deduce Inf-Sup
estimates for the original problem on Xh .
3.1. Sufficient conditions for uniform Inf-Sup estimates.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a Hilbert space. The scalar product is denoted (·|·), and
orthogonality is denoted ⊥. Let X = V ⊕ W be an orthogonal splitting. Let (Xh )
be an approximating family of closed subspaces. Put Wh = W ∩ Xh , and Vh = {u ∈
Xh : u ⊥ Wh }. Then (Vh ) is approximating in V , and if (Vh ) is quasi-conforming
in V , then (Wh ) is approximating in W .
Proof. Indeed the orthogonal projection Ph onto Xh maps V into Vh , therefore (Vh )
is approximating. For any w ∈ W , put Ph w = vh + wh with vh ∈ Vh and wh ∈ Wh .
We have
(3.1)

∀v 0 ∈ V

(vh |vh ) = (vh |Ph w) = (vh |w) = (vh − v 0 |w).

Hence
(3.2)

kv − v 0 k/kvk,
kvh k2 ≤ kwk2 sup inf
0
v∈Vh v ∈V

and since
(3.3)

kw − wh k ≤ kw − Ph wk + kvh k,

it follows that if (Vh ) is quasi-conforming in V , then kw − wh k tends to 0.
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Theorem 3.2. Recall notation from Section 2.4. Let (Xh ) be an approximating
family of closed and conjugation-stable subspaces of X. Let V be the right kernel
of c on W × X and Vh the right kernel of c on Wh × Xh . If δ(Vh , V ) → 0, then
Θ is discrete LSF on (Wh × Xh ) × (Wh × Xh ), and u 7→ a(u, ·) is discrete LSF on
(Xh × Xh ).
Proof. We prove the result for Θ0 . Then the theorem follows for Θ by Corollary
1.13, for u 7→ a0 (u, ·) by the equivalent splitting and for u 7→ a(u, ·) likewise.
We will use on X the scalar product induced by −d. By Theorem 2.6, Example
1.14 and Lemma 1.19 it follows that if N0 is the kernel of a0 on V × V , we have,
for some α0 > 0 and h0 > 0
∀h < h0

(3.4)

inf

sup a0 > α0 ,

N0⊥ ∩Vh Vh

where N0⊥ is the orthogonal complement of N0 in X.
For any h, let Vh⊥ be the orthogonal complement of Vh in Xh . Since c is the
restriction of d, we can choose a γ > 0 such that
∀h

(3.5)

γ < inf sup ct = inf sup c = inf sup c.
Vh⊥ Wh

Wh V ⊥
h

Wh Xh

For any Banach space Y with norm denoted k · k, any continuous linear form l
on Y and any subspace Yh of Y we use the notation
klkYh = sup |l(u)|/kuk.

(3.6)

u∈Yh

N0⊥

∩ Vh and u ∈ Vh⊥ . Put (g, f ) = Θ0 (w, u + v).
Choose h < h0 , w ∈ Wh , v ∈
Following Nicolaides, one checks that
(3.7)

kuk ≤

γ −1 (kgkWh ),

(3.8)

kvk ≤

α−1
0 (kf kXh + ka0 k kuk),

(3.9)

kwk

γ −1 (kf kXh + ka0 k kvk + ka0 k kuk).

≤

Hence
(3.10)

ku + vk

(3.11)

kwk

−1
(1 + α−1
≤ α−1
0 kf kXh + γ
0 ka0 k) kgkWh ,
−1
ka0 k kgkWh ).
≤ γ −1 (1 + α−1
0 ka0 k) (kf kXh + γ

For any subspace M of X let PM denote the orthogonal projection onto it. Note
that
(3.12)

(N0⊥ ∩ Vh ) + Vh⊥ = {u ∈ Xh : u ⊥ PVh (N0 )},

whereas
(3.13)

N0⊥ ∩ Xh = {u ∈ Xh : u ⊥ PXh (N0 )}.

Now since N0 ⊂ V , δ(Vh , V ) → 0 and Vh is approximating V , it follows that N0 ,
PVh (N0 ) and PXh (N0 ) are uniformly close to each other (all the gaps tend to 0).
Hence (N0⊥ ∩ Vh ) + Vh⊥ is uniformly close to N0⊥ ∩ Xh and therefore we deduce from
the above that
(3.14)

lim inf
h

inf

sup Θ0 > 0.

Wh ×(N0⊥ ∩Xh ) Wh ×Xh

Considering that W and X are orthogonal subspaces of the product space, the
theorem follows.
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We will give some explicit examples of such Galerkin spaces in Section 3.5.
3.2. Spurious electric currents. Suppose for the moment that the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.2 is verified, so that for any nonzero wavenumber k the associated
bilinear form ak is discrete LSF on (Xh × Xh ). Let I be a compact interval of
positive reals (which might very well contain resonant wavenumbers). Since the
map k 7→ ak is continuous, it maps I to a compact set, and we can apply Corollary
1.17, which we express in terms of sequences:
Suppose we have for each integer n, a wavenumber kn ∈ I, a discretization
parameter hn and a current un ∈ Xhh , such that (hn ) tends to 0 and
(3.15)

sup

u0 ∈Xhn

|akn (un , u0 )|
= o(kun k−1/2 ).
ku0 k−1/2

Then we have (the constant C stems from the standard duality h·, ·i between
−1/2
−1/2
Hrot (Γ) and Hdiv (Γ) and is of course independent of the wavenumber)
kAkn un kH−1/2 (Γ) ≤ C sup

(3.16)

u0 ∈X

rot

|akn (un , u0 )|
= o(kun k−1/2 ).
ku0 k−1/2

From the uniform continuity of the solution operator for the exterior problem on
I, we deduce that the electromagnetic field generated by un is negligible compared
with kun k−1/2 . More precisely if (En , Hn ) is given by
(3.17)

En = (1 − (1/kn2 ) grad div)Φkn un ,

Hn = 1/(ikn Z) curl Φkn un ,

then for any R,
kEn kH0curl (Ω+ ∩BR ) = o(kun k−1/2 ),

(3.18)

and a similar estimate holds for Hn . Expressed differently, if we have bounded
currents producing small discrete residual errors, then the near-fields they radiate
are also small. The far-field pattern associated with an exterior electromagnetic
field depends continuously upon the boundary data, so it is also negligible compared
with kun k−1/2 .
If one looks at a single wavenumber of interest (for instance a resonant one), then
by Remark 1.16 one can exhibit rather explicit estimates as follows: Suppose k is
a resonant frequency, put a = ak , and let l be a linear form which is a compatible
right-hand side. Let u denote a solution
∀v ∈ X

(3.19)

a(u, v) = l(v).

Let ubh be the best approximation of u in Xh , and suppose we solve the Galerkin
equation with an error h
sup |a(uh , v) − l(v)|/kvk ≤ h .

(3.20)

v∈Yh

We also have
(3.21)

sup |a(ubh , v) − l(v)|/kvk ≤ kakkubh − uk.

v∈Yh

Hence
(3.22)

sup |a(uh − ubh , v)|/kvk ≤ h + kakkubh − uk.

v∈Yh
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Let N denote the (right) kernel of a. Let δh be the order of best approximation of
the elements of N by elements of Xh . Then by equation (1.49) we have the estimate
(3.23)

inf kuh − ubh − vk ≤ C(h + kubh − uk + δh kuh − ubh k).

v∈N

As will be seen later, for the standard Finite Element approximation, δh and
kubh − uk are of order h3/2 , and an h of this order is also possible. In other
words the discrete Galerkin solution can be written as a best approximation, plus
an element of the kernel (which does not radiate at all), plus a current of magnitude
h3/2 less than kuh k.
Notice however that for an h of order h3/2 , kuh k can be bounded, but if one
asks for too small an h (smaller than h3/2 ), then kuh k might be forced to be very
big.
3.3. Sufficient conditions in integer exponent Sobolev spaces. The preceding sufficient conditions for the good behavior of the EFIE were formulated in
half-integer Sobolev norms. We prove here that these condition hold under some
hypotheses formulated in the more familiar integer Sobolev norms.
Recall notation from Section 2.4. Consider the following hypotheses for a family
of spaces Xh :
(H0) The spaces Xh are finite dimensional conjugation-stable subspaces of
H0div (Γ).
(H1) There is C > 0 such that for all u ∈ H1div (Γ)
inf ku − u0 k0 ≤ Chkuk1 .

(3.24)

u0 ∈Xh

(H2) There is C > 0 such that for all u ∈ Xh , kuk0 ≤ Ch−1 kuk−1 .
(H3) There is C > 0 such that for all u ∈ Xh if
∀w ∈ Wh

(3.25)

hu, wi = 0,

then the solution p of
p ∈ H1 (Γ)•

(3.26)

and ∆p = div u

satisfies
(3.27)

|u − grad p|0 ≤ Ch| div u|0 .

Notice that by (H3) we have the usual Inf-Sup estimate: There is C > 0 such
that
1
|hq, div ui|
sup
≥ .
(3.28)
inf
q∈div Xh u∈Xh |q|0 kuk0
C
Let Ωh : H0div → Xh map u0 ∈ H0div to u ∈ Xh , the solution of
(3.29)


hu, u0 i + hq, div u0 i = hu0 , u0 i,
∀u0 ∈ Xh
u ∈ Xh
0
q ∈ div Xh
hq 0 , div ui
= hq 0 , div u0 i.
∀q ∈ div Xh
Under the above hypotheses one has an estimate of the form, for u0 ∈ H1div ,
(3.30)

kΩh u0 − u0 k0 ≤ Chku0 k1 .

Moreover Ωh maps divergence-free fields to divergence-free fields.
We denote by V the right kernel of c on W × X and by Vh the one on Wh × Xh .
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Theorem 3.3. Under the above hypotheses (Vh ) is quasi-conforming in V . More
precisely there is C such that for all h and all v ∈ Vh , if p solves
p ∈ H1 (Γ)•

(3.31)

and

∆p = div v

and w solves
(3.32)

w∈W

∀w0 ∈ W

d(w, w0 ) = −d(grad p, w0 ),

then grad p + w ∈ V and
kv − (grad p + w)k−1/2 ≤ Ch1/2 kvk−1/2 .

(3.33)

Proof. Put v = v0 + v1 with v0 ∈ Wh and v1 ∈ Xh such that ∀w ∈ Wh hw, v1 i = 0.
According to (H3) we have
kv1 − grad pk0 ≤ Chkuk0 .

(3.34)
So from (H2) we deduce

kv1 − grad pk−1/2 ≤ Ch1/2 kuk−1/2 .

(3.35)

We will use a regularity result that we state without proof. Let Λ be the operator
on tangent fields that maps any u to a divergence-free w such that for all divergencefree w0 we have d(w, w0 ) = d(u, w0 ). Then Λ is continuous HsT (Γ) → HsT (Γ).1
The field w is defined by w = −Λ grad p. From the H1T continuity of Λ, it follows
that
(3.36)

kΩh w − wk0 ≤ Chkwk1 = Ch|w|1 ≤ Ch| grad p|1 ≤ Chkuk0 .

Hence
kΩh w − wk−1/2 ≤ Ch1/2 kuk−1/2.

(3.37)
But for all w0 ∈ Wh
(3.38)

d(Ωh w − v0 , w0 ) = d(Ωh w + v1 , w0 ) = d((Ωh w − w) + (v1 − grad p), w0 ).

The absolute value of this last expression is bounded by
(3.39)

C(kΩh w − wk−1/2 + kv1 − grad φk−1/2 )kw0 k−1/2 .

Taking w0 to be the conjugate of Ωh w − v0 ∈ Wh gives
(3.40)

kΩh w − v0 k−1/2 ≤ Ch1/2 kuk−1/2.

Combining equation (3.35) with (3.37) and (3.40) gives the theorem.



1This regularity result is comparable to the following more standard one.

The pseudo-

differential operator A defined by
hAϕ, ϕ0 i =

ZZ

1
rot ϕ(x) · rot ϕ0 (y)dxdy
|x − y|

is an isomorphism of order 1, and the pseudo-differential operator B defined by
ZZ
1
hBϕ, ϕ0 i =
grad ϕ(x) · rot ϕ0 (y)dxdy
|x − y|
is a morphism of order less that 1 (one can show that it is of order 0). The operator A−1 B is
therefore of order less than 0.
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3.4. Convergence rates. Let (Xh ) be a family of Galerkin spaces satisfying (H0)
and (H1). Let Qh be the H0div (Γ)-orthogonal projection onto Xh . Then we have
kQh uk0 ≤ Ckuk0

(3.41)

and ku − Qh uk0 ≤ Chkuk1 .

for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 can be obtained by interpolation. Hence interpoThe spaces
lation on the operator I − Qh , for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, gives
Hsdiv (Γ)

ku − Qh uk0 ≤ Chs kuks .

(3.42)

Then one uses the regularity of the H0div (Γ)-inner product (written (·|·)0 ) on various
Sobolev spaces. This technique is the familiar Aubin-Nitsche trick. That Hsdiv (Γ)
0
and H−s
div (Γ) are dual with respect to the Hdiv (Γ)-inner product can be deduced from
the fact that the operator I − grad div is an isomorphism Hsdiv (Γ) → Hs−1
rot (Γ) and
−s
2
that this space, as already mentioned, is the LT -dual of Hdiv (Γ). Both of these facts
can be proved using the Helmholtz decomposition and regularity of the Laplacian.
For 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 we have
|(u − Qh u|v)0 |
(3.43)
ku − Qh uk−s ≤ C sup
s
kvks
v∈Hdiv
≤ C sup

(3.44)

v∈Hsdiv

|(u − Qh u|v − Qh v)0 |
kvks

≤ Cku − Qh uk0 kI − Qh k0,s .

(3.45)

Here kI − Qh k0,s is of course the norm of the induced map
I − Qh : Hsdiv (Γ) → H0div (Γ).

(3.46)
This gives for 0 ≤ s, s0 ≤ 1

0

ku − Qh uk−s ≤ Chs+s kuks0 .

(3.47)

For smooth scatterers and smooth incident waves (such as plane waves) the
solution u of the EFIE is known to be smooth, and in particular u ∈ H1div (Γ). Since
the Inf-Sup condition yields quasi-optimal convergence, we therefore have
Theorem 3.4. Under the above hypotheses the Galerkin solution uh of the EFIE
satisfies the convergence estimate ku − uh k−1/2 ≤ Ch3/2 .
3.5. Some well-known spaces. Let ℘ be the orthogonal projection onto Γ, which
is defined and smooth on a tubular neighborhood of Γ. Let (Th ) be a family of
triangulations of Γ, where for all h the largest diameter of a triangle of Th is h.
We will always suppose that (Th ) has the minimum angle property. Let Γh be the
affine polyhedron determined by Th , considered as a Lipschitz manifold. For small
enough h, ℘ induces Lipschitz-isomorphisms Γh → Γ, and we denote by Ξh the
inverse mappings.
Fix a nonzero m ∈ N. On Γh we consider the space S0 (Th ) of continuous scalar
functions whose restriction to any triangle is P m (a polynomial of degree m), the
space S1 (Th ) of Raviart-Thomas H0div conforming vector fields of degree m, and the
space S2 (Th ) of scalar functions whose restriction to any triangle is P m−1 .
From these finite element spaces on Γh we deduce finite element spaces on Γ by
the transport formulas
(3.48)

S0h
S1h
S2h

=
=
=

{x 7→
p(Ξh (x)) : p ∈ S0 (Th )},
−1
{x 7→ Jac Ξh (h)DΞh (x) u(Ξh (x)) : u ∈ S1 (Th )},
{x 7→
Jac Ξh (x)q(Ξh (x)) : q ∈ S2 (Th )}.
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These transport formulas were chosen to make the following diagram commute. The
horizontal arrows are the differential operators rot and div, whereas the vertical ones
are the above transport formulas.
S0 (Th ) → S1 (Th ) → S2 (Th )
↓
↓
↓
→
S1h
→
S2h
S0h

(3.49)

1,m
If we wish to be precise about the order m, we use superscripts S0,m
and
h , Sh
2,m−1
.
Sh
It is well known that (S1h ) satisfies (H1). If the mesh is quasi-uniform, then (H2)
also holds. The only remaining point is (H3). This property has been found to be
very important in the study of eigenvalue problems by mixed formulations; see in
particular Boffi et al. [8] and Demkowicz et al. [20]. This is because it implies a
discrete compactness result which in the three-dimensional setting is due to Kikuchi
[24]. Since this property is equally important to the present problem, we include
a short proof of it. It goes without saying that the absence of a boundary on Γ
greatly simplifies our task. Ramifications can be found in Boffi [7].
The usual degrees of freedom pertaining to Th on Γh can be transported to the
curved triangles Ξ−1
h (T ) for T ∈ Th . With these, an interpolation operator Πh
onto S1h can be defined on spaces with slightly stronger regularity than H0div (Γ); see
Brezzi-Fortin [12], p. 125, and Roberts-Thomas [34], p. 549, for two different variants in the planar setting. We will use the following properties of this interpolation
operator:
• Πh is a projector onto S1h defined on some extension of H1T (Γ) + S1h ;
• Πh maps divergence-free fields to divergence-free fields;
• ∃C > 0 ∀u ∈ H1T (Γ) ∀h |u − Πh u|0 ≤ Ch|u|1 .

Theorem 3.5. For any regular family of triangulations (Th ), (S1h ) satisfies (H3),
i.e., with Xh = S1h , there is C > 0 such that for all u ∈ Xh if
∀w ∈ Wh

(3.50)

hu, wi = 0,

then the solution p of
(3.51)

p ∈ H1 (Γ)•

∆p = div u,

satisfies
(3.52)

|u − grad p|0 ≤ Ch| div u|0 .

Proof. Note that div(grad p − u) = 0, so
(3.53)

div(Πh grad p − u) = div Πh (grad p − u) = 0.

Put ũ = Πh grad p. The approximation property of Πh and the regularity of the
Laplacian yield
(3.54)

|ũ − grad p|0 ≤ Ch| grad p|1 ≤ Ch| div u|0 .

Moreover for any divergence-free u0 ∈ Xh we have
(3.55)

hũ − u, u0 i = hũ, u0 i = hũ − grad p, u0 i.

Applying this identity with u0 , the conjugate of ũ − u gives
(3.56)

|ũ − u|0 ≤ |ũ − grad p|0 ≤ Ch| div u|0 .
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Therefore we have
(3.57)

|u − grad p|0 ≤ |u − ũ|0 + |ũ − grad p|0 ≤ Ch| div u|0 .
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